Drive in the **right direction** with Dynamics Trans!

www.dynamicstrans.com
Dynamics Trans is a specialized business solution for your transportation and freight forwarding business and other related activities. Based on the latest Microsoft technology, Dynamics Trans brings the most recent trends and implements world-class know-how in the transportation business.

Dynamics Trans consolidates all activities and provides a comprehensive overview of transactions, orders, routes, and resources. The software application includes various functionalities for mechanization and fleet management. With Dynamics Trans, you can register all the service activities and the allocation of different types of expenses for each vehicle. There is a special reminder functionality for technical maintenance payments for liability insurance, leasing, motor damage insurance, based on various parameters (time, distance traveled, or motor work duration). Dynamics Trans covers all activities in the supply chain management to help your business grow.
Countless benefits for your successful transport business:

- Optimized processes
- Centralized database
- Reliable Microsoft technology
- Facilitated offering
- Automated reminders
- Improved communications
- Enhanced planning
- Detailed reporting and BI
End-to-end business process

Transport Management System

Requests | Orders | Groupage | Trip | Reporting | Invoicing

Industry-specific CRM

Forwarding Management System

Requests | Orders | Request to carrier | Order to carrier | Delivery reporting | Invoicing

Industry-specific CRM

Financials and accounting
Reports and BI

(included for TMS and FMS)
Transport Management System

Contract management
Efficient management of all contracts with your vendors, subcontractors, suppliers, and more. Dynamics Trans delivers the transparency needed to manage your relationships and increase your control over operations.

Order management
Organize and track all your orders and their processing. Analyze missed sales opportunities and improve your sales process.

Trip planning
Plan and optimize routes, schedule your timely deliveries, and analyze your fleet and resource performance with Dynamics Trans trip planning module.

Fuel management
This functionality provides reliable inventory of the fuel loaded and available on trucks. Dynamics Trans compares the actual fuel consumption versus the planned consumption by norm.
Toll tax management
Have the tool to manage all the different toll taxes and related documents in the most efficient way. From automated submitted and reporting to optimizing and cutting costs for many of them – this can all be done within Dynamics Trans.

Tariff agreements
Manage the drivers’ wages. Set up your rates in respect of different types of work. You can automatically calculate the driver’s paycheck per trip based on this setup.

Fleet management
Vehicles, vehicle types, inspections, insurance, reminders, costs and reports and analysis – you can manage them all through a single platform to improve productivity, reduce costs and enhance internal communication.

Service management
Dynamics Trans helps you take a good care of your company’s most important asset – your fleet. With the platform you can easily track the maintenance status of each vehicle, allocate spare parts, schedule and control repairs, keep detailed service books with service history, deliver interactive analyses and reports, and many more.
Forwarding Management System

**Contract management**
Manage your carrier service contracts, freight rates, optimize your contact conditions, and improve communication with vendors. Increase the overall operational efficiency.

**Quotations**
Streamline your sales process with a specialized software platform which will help you qualify leads, identify the sales opportunities with the most potential, and build relevant quotes for each request for transport. Gain a full control over the rates and special offers.

**Order management**
Polish your sales process even more with optimized orders processing. Shorten the sales cycle and transform all your sales opportunities into deals.

**Billing and invoicing**
Automate your billing and invoicing processes and boost your people efficiency with less manual tasks and single data-entry.
Carrier management

Keep an updated list with all your carriers and their conditions, rates, carrier rating (i.e. reliability). This will empower your people to create the optimal offer for each sales request.

Shipment tracking

With Dynamics Trans your customers can easily track their shipments through a secure personal access to the tracking information.
Financials

Based on Microsoft Dynamics platform, Dynamics Trans ensures a reliable financial management system to gain control over all financial operations within your organization.

- Financial management
- Accounting
- Cash flow management
- Budgets
- Fixed assets
- Consolidation
Analysis and BI

Dynamics Trans supports a diversity of analyses:

- Transportation costs and routes
- Profitability of a trip, carrier, freight
- Report on clients and loads
- Revenue per client
- Trip efficiency

And many more
We built Dynamics Trans to help transport companies grow! Our team has delivered numerous projects for various organizations from the transport industry. Based on our rich experience, we put all our industry knowledge into Dynamics Trans to create a business management system you can really rely on.

Dynamics Trans is a product of Intelligent Systems – one of the leading Dynamics partners in CEE, part of President’s club for Microsoft Dynamics (2013, 2014) and Inner Circle member (2016). We have more than 180 business software consultants and deliver projects in over 55 countries worldwide.

About us

PHONE: +359 2 817 33 66
E-MAIL: info@dynamicstrans.com
WEB SITE: www.dynamicstrans.com
Why Dynamics Trans?

1. Running on the latest Microsoft Dynamics version.
2. 15 years of experience in transportation and logistics.
3. Seamless integration with any external system – GPS, DKV, transport platforms, and many more.
4. Extended user training for optimal adoption of the software solution.

www.dynamicstrans.com